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JFE Group's R&D System 

JFE R&D Corporation
The basic role of JFE R&D Corporation is to propose

innovative concepts to the JFE Group and put them

into practice. This involves capital izing on our

advanced core technologies by deepening, expanding

and integrating them. Based on this role, we engage in

development from a point of view that focuses not only

on the issues at hand but also includes a future vision.

Through these endeavors we contribute to the

enhancement of the JFE Group's corporate value.

Based on its corporate vision to contribute to society

with the world's most innovative technology, the JFE

Group conducts R&D at each of its operating

companies in a highly creative fashion and

demonstrates the results of synergy on the back of

teamwork between JFE R&D Corporation and other

Group companies.

The JFE Group Technology Development Committee

chaired by the President of JFE Holdings, Inc.

formulates Group-wide R&D strategies and selects and

works on crucial projects which need to be tackled

Group-wide. From 2008 onward, the Universal

Shipbuilding's Technical Research Center joined the

Group, expanding the specialist domain into 

shipbuilding, in addition to crude steel and engineering.

Numerous researchers from client companies have

visited both the Customers' Solution Laboratory (CSL),

a forum established in 2005 for cooperation with

customers in the automobile fields, and the Technical

Solution Center for Steel Construction Materials (THiNK

SMART), a forum established in 2005 for cooperation

with customers in civil engineering and construction

fields. These centers are both thriving as milieus for the

creation of new technology.

The JFE Group will continue to immerse itself in R&D

activities, pushing the boundaries of the world's most

innovative standards for technology.

R&D staff 

about700
researchers

Patent applications

1,600
or more / year 

President

Takashi Obara
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Transformer cores using JGS - low noise grain
oriented electrical steel sheeting

JFE Fights Global Warming with Cutting Edge Technology for its Electrical Steel Sheets 

Motor cores using JNE - high efficiency non-
oriented electrical steel sheeting

Reactor cores using JNEX - high silicon steel
sheeting

低騒音方向性電磁鋼板JGSを用いた
トランス鉄心

高効率無方向性電磁鋼板JNEを用いた
モータ鉄心

高珪素鋼板JNEXを用いた
リアクトルの鉄心

低騒音方向性電磁鋼板JGSを用いた
トランス鉄心

高効率無方向性電磁鋼板JNEを用いた
モータ鉄心

高珪素鋼板JNEXを用いた
リアクトルの鉄心

低騒音方向性電磁鋼板JGSを用いた
トランス鉄心

高効率無方向性電磁鋼板JNEを用いた
モータ鉄心

高珪素鋼板JNEXを用いた
リアクトルの鉄心

JFE Group's Concerted Technological Effort Achieved High Deformability Line Pipes 

Seismic and permafrost regions experience severe

ground deformation. In these hostile environments,

natural gas pipelines require high strain pipes able to

withstand the deforming stresses.

HIPER offers the strain capacity demanded for 

such projects, being able to withstand strains 1.5 to

2.0 times more severe than conventional pipes,

making them ideal in the face of challenges to

pipeline integrity.

Grain-oriented electrical steel sheets, used in

transformer cores, have been called steel art and

require a high level of technology. Using all-original

technology, JFE Steel develops and manufactures a

high performance grain-oriented electrical steel

sheet called JGSD that cuts transformer iron loss

and noise pollution. And the non-oriented electrical

steel sheets used in generators and motors for

automobiles and household electric appliances

represent a crystallization of material technology.

JFE Steel is developing and expanding diverse

product l ines such as JNE, with high flux 

density and ultra low iron loss, and high capacity

coating.

Furthermore, with its Super Core, JFE introduced

to the world the coiling of thin sheets with high

silicon content (6.5% Si).  Super Core excels in high

wave frequency and low noise features, and is used

in the reactors of hybrid cars.

In addition to developing materials, the JFE Group

promotes technological research to boost equipment

performance and conducts an ever expanding,

solution oriented business. 

External technology 
awards received

50
awards
for the past 3 years

Full-scale bending test to verify high-strain
capacity

Precise evaluation of post-buckling deformation using
advanced FEA

Full-scale compression test
to verify high-strain capacity


